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P1 rule 41-43: … safe which positively influenced the level of anxiety, brought confidence in self-management abilities and subsequent quality of life.

☐===>anxiety is not measured in this study ,therefore skip the word anxiety like you already did in the conclusion

☐===>QoL is not measured, Also to skip QoL because it is correctly not mentioned in the discussion

P 6 rule 35: ….debate about the appropriateness….☐===> …. appropriateness…. 

P 14 rule 42

…. being safe is associated with the level of anxiety☐===> being safe is associated with a low level of anxiety…
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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